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HOUSE POLICIES!
- Google interaction with Obama goes “beyond sinister”!
- Google investors handed almost entire U. S. Department of Energy “CleanTech” funds
while all of their competitors were sabotaged by U. S. Department of Energy staff closely
related to Google.
- “Google has bought The White House and Controlled Obama since Day 1″ say Republicans
- Investigation demanded
- Google was given NASA Ames Moffet Field federal airbase for their private jets and free
taxpayer jet fuel on White House orders
- No decisions were made by White House that did not benefit Google and hurt Google’s
competitors
- GOP says “Google Bought Net Neutrality Decision”
- Google staff were placed in White House at all times
- Google had more meetings at White House than all the members of Congress put together

- Google owns part of Tesla and Tesla got funded by taxpayer cash, per White House
demand, even though, at the time, Tesla was not qualified for federal hand-out
- Every CleanTech public funds “winner” was connected to Google investors and every
applicant who was denied was a competitor to a Google investor
- Google now shown to have rigged it’s search engines and network systems to sabotage
adversaries

Google and the Obama White House, sitting
in a tree? The search giant’s relationship with
the president stretches back to 2007 and is
cozy as can be






Google employees donated $1.6 million to President Barack Obama’s two White
House bids
The company told Daily Mail Online that it has spoken with the Federal Trade
Commission about antitrust concerns; it was investigated in 2011 but later let off the
hook
In the 2012 election, the company’s search algorithm customized results for Obama
but not for Republican Mitt Romney
Google execs who have left to work in the White House include Obama’s chief
technology officer
Hillary Clinton also poached her new tech chief from Google this week

By David Martosko, Us Political Editor For Dailymail.com

When President Barack Obama dined with a dozen technology business leaders in California
four years ago, it was Google executive chairman Eric Schmidt who sat at the head of the table.
Obama sat on one side, between the late Apple co-founder Steve Jobs and Facebook pioneer
Mark Zuckerberg, but the place of honor was no accident.
Google executives and employees donated more than $1.6 million to Obama’s two White House
campaigns, and the online search giant parachuted top talent into both.
One result has been a coziness with the U.S. government’s executive branch that few other
companies can match – marked by access for lobbyists, mentions in nearly half of Obama’s State

of the Union addresses, and a personnel feeder trough serving the White House with new senior
hires.

BEGINNING: In 2007 Barack Obama had an on-stage cameo with Google’s then-CEO Eric
Schmidt as part of a presidential candidate series

INFLUENCE: Schmidt (far left) shared the head of the table with the spouse of a venture
capitalist whose firm owned 20 per cent of Google, as President Obama dined with tech leaders
in 2011
There have even been allegations that Google’s up-close-and-personal relationship with the West
Wing earned it a reprieve from what would have been an earth-shaking Federal Trade
Commission antitrust lawsuit.
Google has insisted it never received special treatment in that case, punctuating its denials with
an animated GIF of a laughing baby as a jab at the news outlet that leveled the charge.
White House visitor logs suggest a different kind of story for the company whose motto is ‘Don’t
be evil.’
Employees of the Silicon Valley behemoth have been in the White House more than 230 times
since Obama took office – approximately once per week. At least 190 of those meetings were
with senior officials.
More than 60 featured Google lobbyist Johanna Shelton.
Overall, according to The Wall Street Journal, Google spent $16.8 million on lobbying last year.
That’s four times the amount spent by Apple, whose market capitalization is twice as big.

It needed that muscle in 2011, after the FTC found Google allegedly manipulated search results
in ways that favored its own for-profit products. Amazon and eBay were among the companies
who complained that Google was engaging in practices that violated antitrust laws.
The Journal reviewed emails showing that Google co-founder Larry Page met directly with FTC
officials in late 2012 to discuss a settlement. About the same time, White House visitor logs
show, Google chairman Eric Schmidt met with Obama senior adviser Pete Rouse.

REVOLVING DOOR? Google vice president Megan Smith left her job to become Obama’s
chief technology officer
Lobbyist Joanna Shelton and General Counsel Kent Walker met with Jason Furman, then the
newly minted chair of the president’s Council of Economic Advisers. Furman followed up with a
meeting with FTC chairman Jon Leibowitz.
The government closed its investigation two months after Obama won re-election.

READY FOR HILLARY: Stephanie Hannon, director of product management, civic innovation
and social impact at Google, has become the Hillary Clinton campaign’s top technology guru
Google agreed to change its business practices but dodged a potential 10-figure fine – and saved
the cost of litigating a years-long case that could have resulted in breaking up the company into
smaller, more market-competitive units.
Both Google and the FTC said at the time that there was no undue influence.
Google pilloried the Journal, which first suggested a link between the company’s access and the
investigation’s outcome, saying the meetings its executives held with administration officials
involved discussions about ‘everything but’ the antitrust investigation.
In a blog post, the company cited ‘patent reform, STEM education, self-driving cars, mental
health, advertising, Internet censorship, smart contact lenses, civic innovation, R&D, cloud
computing, trade and investment, cyber security, energy efficiency and our workplace benefit
policies.’
The written defense Google published took specific aim at Journal publisher Rupert Murdoch,
and included an animated GIF of a laughing baby in a high chair.
But a Google spokesperson confirmed Thursday on background that company executives has
talked with the FTC about unspecified antitrust concerns in the past. The spokesperson declined
to be quoted or named.
Schmidt is a one-man case study of the kinds of influence a multibillionare tech titan can wield
in Washington when the stars align.

LEFT-HAND MAN: Schmidt (right) got a prime seat at the table when newly minted President
Obama met with a group of CEOs in February 2009

‘EVANGELIST': Online pioneer Vint Cerf is Google’s top ‘Internet evangelist’ and also a
member of Obama’s National Science Board
His ascent in Obama’s world began in 2007 when the future president visited Google’s
California headquarters for a one-on-one interview, staged for the benefit of the company’s
employees, then 16,000 strong.
Schmidt asked him about Iran, Pakistan, and Guantanamo Bay.
‘Close down Guantanamo,’ Obama replied, ‘restore Habeas Corpus, say no to Renditions, no to
warrantless wiretaps.’
The exposure was vital: Obama ended up lapping the field in fundraising in the high-tech sector.
Obama offered Schmidt his choice of cabinet slots after the 2012 election – either Treasury or
Commerce – and was even prepared to create a new ‘Secretary of Business’ position for him.
He declined all three but accepted a post on the President’s Council of Advisers on Science and
Technology. He continues to evangelize about both his company and the president’s agenda,
including ‘net neutrality’ regulations that have big Internet service providers up in arms.
Schmidt’s roots with Obama run deep. When the future president visited his campaign
headquarters on Election Day in 2012, Schmidt was there overseeing final efforts to leverage
‘Big Data’ to nudge last-minute voters to the polls.

He was by then already a donor to Obama’s White House bids, contributing the maximum
amount allowed by law both times.
Schmidt’s specialized software gave then-Senator Obama access to high-tech voter targeting
algorithms that Republican John McCain couldn’t match.

HIGH LIFE: Google Ideas director Jared Cohen co-wrote a book with Princess Beatrice of York
in 2013, three years after he left the Obama State Department to work for the search giant

ELECTION KINGS: Michael Slaby (left) and Justin Vincent (right) were key architects of
Obama’s data-mining and voter-targeting software efforts, and both were emigres from Google
And Michael Slaby, the chief integration and innovation officer af Obama For America, the
president’s campaign organization came over from a job as technology strategist for
TomorrowVentures – Schmidt’s venture capital fund.
OFA also boasted former Google software engineer Justin Vincent as its senior codewriter, and
former YouTube/Google lead Web developer Angus Durocher as its lead online software
engineer.
Google itself was accused publicly of favoring Obama’s 2012 re-election campaign in a more
visible way.
Customized search results would appear when users typed ‘Obama’ into a search window, but
entering ‘Romney’ yielded no such help.
Google claimed at the time that it was the result of a computer algorithm, not human
intervention.
This week the president’s new initiative linking global warming with public health includes a
specific buy-in from Google.
The company, the White House says, will ‘donate ten million hours of high-performance
computing’ and help scientists to create ‘early warning capabilities’ for climate change-related
disasters and related risks for diseases.
Some of that work could conceivably be performed by former White House staff who have
joined Google, just as the president counts several former Google executives among his advisers.
Former secretary of state Hillary Clinton this week hired away a top tech talent from Google for
her presidential campaign-in-waiting.
Stephanie Hannon, formerly Google’s top dog on product management for ‘civic engagement,’
will help her navigate the digital waters in 2016.
Poaching seasoned Google veterans is a maneuver the Obama White House has perfected.
Megan Smith, a former vice president at the company, is now the administration’s chief
technology officer.

Angus Durocher, a computer engineer who left Google to work for the Obama campaign,
tweeted this photo of himself and Vice President Joe Biden when he was at work in the
campaign’s New Hampshire nerve center
Google transforms streets into giant PAC MAN game

The deputy CTO position was held for Obama’s first two years by another Google emigre,
Andrew McLaughlin.
He left the administration in 2011 after a reprimand for sharing details of government policy
matters with his former coworkers via a personal email address.
Shortly after Obama moved into 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, former Google project manager
Katie Stanton became his director of citizen participation.
Sonal Shah, a former Google global development chief, moved to Washington the same month to
lead the White House Office of Social Innovation.
And Vint Cerf, a widely acknowledged ‘father of the Internet,’ serves on Obama’s National
Science Board.
Cerf has worked for Google since 2005 as a vice president and its ‘chief Internet evangelist.’
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3032394/Google-Obama-White-Housesitting-tree-search-giant-s-relationship-president-stretches-2007-cozy-be.html#ixzz3WsJsXBA4
Follow us: @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook
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Former Google Senior Staff Claim Google is a “dangerous
cult operation”, “10 times more powerful than Scientology
ever will be..”

– Eric Schmidt a constant voice in Obama’s ear: A “Dangerous
Influence?”, say ex-secret service – Do “Madmen” run Google with a secret “global domination
plan” for their personal interests? – Practicing bizarre sex hook-ups and the end of…
Read more →

Lifting the Covers on “Obamoogle”. Obama/
Google connection takes sinister turn

- Most of the beneficiaries of the Obama’s Afghan war were Google
investors – Almost every “cleantech green cash” recipient was a Google investor – The White
House gave Google all of NASA’s best NASA airbase (Moffet Field) and free…
Read more →

GOOGLE MADNESS
Read more →

WORLD WAR G !!! The Cost To American’s
of Google’s “Be Evil” Program

- Anonymous focusing resources on Google – International media groups
publishing expose reveals on the real Google – Journalists ramp up investigations on Google and
it’s investors – Privacy groups targeting out-reach to every Google advertiser to, first, request
an…
Read more →

International Media Organizations Declare
WAR ON GOOGLE: “A criminally corrupt

manipulation monopoly!” “Shut Google
Down!”

HOW GOOGLE BOUGHT THE WHITE HOUSE! Eric Schmidt’s
Government Coup “SHUT-DOWN GOOGLE!” SAY MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS AND
PRIVACY GROUPS! – Over one thousand policy decisions designed to benefit Google –
Electric car and battery policy made to provide TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS…
Read more →

HOW GOOGLE BECAME A “HIT-JOB”
PROVIDER: GOOGLE CAUGHT
SELLING SABOTAGE EFFORTS!

- Google charged as “Secret Weapon” for Obama White House – FTC
documents prove that Google manipulates it’s search engine to attack people – FTC
Investigation and Monopoly lawsuit cut-off by Democrats in order to prevent Google
connections to White…
Read more →

“Net Neutrality” actually means: Who do you
want spying on you more? Google or
Comcast! Pick!

“Net Neutrality” actually means: Who do you want spying on you
more? Google or Comcast! Pick! – It is really about Silicon Valley Campaign Backers (DNC)
Vs. East Coast Telcos (GOP). ie: DNC Vs. GOP – Consumer gets no…
Read more →

Every part of your life that touches a Google
product or service is sent to private eye’s,
spies and salesmen.

Every part of your life that touches a Google product or service is sent to
private eye’s, spies and salesmen. Do we rejoice the launch of the Google data-havesting drones?
No! Free drone internet (You only have to give us…
Read more →

Assange: Google should be of concern to
people all over the world ! GOOGLE
EXPOSED!

- Top whistle-blowers suggest the public “Give Google The NFL
Treatment”. “Abuse of our privacy as bad as NFL Abuse of our bodies” – Multiple privacy, data
abuse, defamation lawsuits filed against Google.. and now by WHOLE NATIONS! – Charges…
Read more →

GOOGLE INVENTS NEW WAY TO ABUSE
PRIVACY, DOGS AND WOMEN…

Just Watch: Some say Eric Schmidt’s dream is to build a robot sex doll
that won’t fall over when you kick it, or when you are doing it doggy style. His dream seems to
have come true, with a…
Read more →

WHITE HOUSE ASSURES THAT
INSTALLING GOOGLE “HOMELAND
MICROCHIPS” IN ALL AMERICANS
WILL KEEP THEM SAFER

- Expansion of War Powers requested to stop Middle-East from throwing
Oil Companies out of Middle East. – Google says it is NOT a front for In-Q-Tel. – Feds assure
that this time around, all money will be wisely spent.…
Read more →

Can Google Be Sued For Rape?

Is privacy rape the same as anal, oral, mental or vaginal rape? While
Google is oblivious to monopoly laws, ethical laws, Constitutional laws and oversight by
anybody, is Google immune from rape laws in every state, in every country? In…
Read more →

Is Google actually a “Criminally Insidious”
organization created to promote the personal
agenda’s of insane billionaires?

- MANY BELIEVE THAT GOOGLE IS ACTUALLY THE
UMBRELLA CORPORATION OK. Let’s examine this claim: We can all work together to
break it down. First, is Google an organization?: Yes Would it’s activities be interpreted, via
detailed analysis, as “criminally…

Read more →

Google caught abusing musicians rights

‘YOUTUBE is EVIL': Somebody had a tape running, Google… Cellist
Zoë Keating strikes back with YouTube transcript Andrew Orlowski IN THE REGISTER
Andrew Orlowski ‘YOUTUBE is EVIL': Somebody had a tape running, Google… Analysis It’s
not often a $450bn multinational…
Read more →

Is GOOGLE The Most Sinister Company On
Earth? Harvesting Children for Fun And
Profit!

A few years ago, the school district in San Leandro, California began
receiving visits from sales people. They had constant smiles, expensive, yet casual, suits and an
astounding pitch: “We will give your children the computers and software they need…
Read more →

Google VC Kickbacks From DC?

Google Kickbacks Google investors paid for the national election
expenses and outside services and manipulated Google searches so they got: patent laws changed
that benefit them, business tax laws changed that benefit them, free jet gas and free money for…
Read more →

Snowden’s lawyer reveals Apple and Google
Android devices have secret spy windows
built into them. Consumers constantly
watched and manipulated.

What happens to you when you aren’t looking? A day in your life of
getting data harvesting: In an average day a large number of strange men will look at you, look at
what you say, what you do, where…
Read more →

Reporters Alliance Charges Google With
Crimes. Demands Special Prosecutor

“GOOGLE IS A CRIMINAL ORGANIZATION”- Study Results by
Investigative Reporters Group From The Report By The Alliance of Investigative Reporters:
“Summary- Google is a criminal organization operating in felony violation of numerous City,
State, Federal and Constitutional laws. They are…
Read more →

Snowden, Assange and Comcast want you to
know that Google and Facebook ARE the
CIA!

- COMCAST VERY HAPPY TO LET YOU KNOW THAT GOOGLE
IS A SHAM – ASSANGE ‘I Told you so’ – Snowden confirms Google Bankrolled By The
CIA | Conscious Google, Facebook, eBay, PayPaL – Evidence is mounting that these…
Read more →

Many New Devices Hit Market; designed to
Shut Google Down! Buy a gadget to UnGoogle yourself!

- Maker Faire people to publish specs and step-by-step for DIY version –
Jammers and blockers already available on E-BAY – More government legal actions, from more
countries, underway against Google, for data-abuse, spying, privacy harvesting; than any other
Company…
Read more →

FACEBOOK AND GOOGLE ARE
CONTROLLING THE NEWS YOU SEE!

- Is anyone insane enough to still use Facebook or Google? – How to
stage interventions for the Google/Book addicted – Subliminal “mood manipulation” and
“context manipulation” extensively used without your knowledge Tech Overload Facebook Is
Not Watching You by…
Read more →

USA TODAY exposes Google Conspiracy
Attempt

Thomas R. Burke and Jonathan Segal Once the fact was out, the internet
giant tried to get a judge to help them hide it again. (Photo: Jefferson Graham, USAT) Back in
February, in a San Jose courtroom, a bombshell was…
Read more →

Humanoid Google Sex Robots Revealed?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2r-sVyR7mk No need for
condoms again. Germ-Free sex robots. Google Takes over NASA Ames Blimp Hanger for Robot
“Experiments”. Google Adds to Its Menagerie of Robots – NYTimes.com Google executives
said the company would honor existing military contracts, ……
Read more →

BIGGEST SONY HACK SHOCKERS!
“Christmas Gift!” Threats! Sony, Facebook,
Google exposed manipulating White House
policy! “I’m happy to lie” says Amy

- Reporters are slammed with so much data they have resorted to using
NSA-like keyword and phrase search analyzers. The Verge, Gawker, Daily Beast, Re-code,
Hollywood Reporter, WSJ and the rest, have gotten the most shocking results from these
keyword…
Read more →

Does Google use it’s crunchy-granola
employee programs as a facade to cover it’s
executives insidious plans?

- Did the 60 Minutes episode on Google “mindfulness” classes expose
the epitome of young employee manipulation? Google “thought leader” shown on 60 Minutes
wearing duplicate of Dr. Evil Nehru outfit. – Is the hippie Google sub-culture designed to
create…
Read more →

Google Hooker-Gate Back In News! Sex
Addicts at Google Out-Number Any Other
Silicon Valley Company

- Google’s investors face sexual exploitation lawsuit – Hooker charged
with killing senior Google Executive Sex Addict – Type “Eric Schmidt Sex Penthouse” in any
search engine, except Google, and read the results.. Schmidt charged with “sex addiction” and
“Open…
Read more →

New Google Glass Pandemic: Undetectable
Upskirt Photos and Videos

New Google Glass Pandemic: Undetectable Upskirt Photos and VideosYikes! Freaks with Google Glass are wandering around high traffic downtown areas, public
transit and, particularly, at lunch times and commute hours, holding their Google Glass at their
sides, arms length…
Read more →

Barack O’Google: How Google and It’s
Investors Took Over The White House!

- White House Gives away part of NASA to Google and It’s partners:
Both Ames NASA Center and Lucrative NASA contracts, after laying off NASA staff already
working on same things. – All Google internet assets rigged to up-rank Obama…
Read more →

Google Bought Washington But they didn’t
Buy Europe: “BREAK UP GOOGLE” Plan
gets hot!

- Google viewed as “sinister Empire” monopoly – Google “spying on
everything” not welcomed by Europeans You are being spied on by every service Google
deploys… Members of the European Parliament are readying a motion calling for the break-up
of…
Read more →

Google charged with “steering” Tesla articles
to favored searches

Per this link on Muckety: http://news.muckety.com/2013/05/16/teslaannounces-450m-stock-sale/42801#comment-5034721 The researched chart by Muckety reveals
the secret connections to the control, and manipulation, of consumer perceptions, federal public
policy and law-making. If proven, this subjects both Tesla and Google to SEC fraud charges.…
Read more →

How a Secret GOP Technical Team Destroyed
Google’s Democrat election manipulation
algorithm and took the Senate back on
Election Night!

- Google backers funded Obama campaign in exchange for “favors”. –
Google backers had Google techs rig Google so it hurt the GOP and helped the DNC in first
Obama election. – GOP went to Silicon Valley and hired some…
Read more →

Are spy “back-doors” and “hacker picks”
hidden deep within Google’s Android OS?

– Is “Google Not what it seems” as Julian Assange claims? – Is
anything with the Google Android Operating System evil? – Is this just a tactic by Microsoft to
grab market-share? – If Andoid is “Open Source”, why…
Read more →

GOOGLE TO GET SUED FOR $100M+
FOR CONSCIOUSLY MANIPULATING
THEIR SEARCH ENGINE TO PROFIT
OFF THE PAIN OF OTHERS! MULTIPLE
LAWSUITS IN DEVELOPMENT

- “Digital gang-rape” of Actors with full awareness by Google owners
and without Actor’s consent – A large team of private and federal investigators have been
working on the testing and documentation of Google’s ability to control and document images…
Read more →

What Percentage of The White House Does
Google’s Eric Schmidt Control?

- Internet conspiracy theorists wax on, and on, over which is Anti-Christ:
Obama or Schmidt? – Eric Schmidt’s Silicon Valley Dark Money PAC and stealth lobbyist cartel
= largest pot of influence cash ever turned on Washington – Schmidt…
Read more →

DC-XKEY-SCORE: The Ultimate AntiCorruption DIY Tool

Now YOU have the same resources as the CIA, FBI, NSA and Senate
Investigators to help you terminate corruption. You have a bad, bad Senator, a corrupt mayor or
a dirty Agency administrator. You, your community, your neighbors, your co-employees,…

Read more →

How Spy Agencies Destroy Members of The
Public That Politicians Put Hits On!

Did you piss off a corrupt Senator, The President’s press secretary or the
head of a federal agency by speaking out or reporting corruption? Then you get a “hit job” Got
some dating site profiles? Suddenly very pretty girls will…
Read more →

Eric Schmidt’s Coup

HOW ERIC SCHMIDT TRIES TO USE GOOGLE TO TAKE OVER
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT – Julian Assange warns – Google pays more cash to politicians than
any other company – Uses secretive “NEW AMERICA FOUNDATION” to manipulate policy –
Manipulates search…
Read more →

The Lithium ion Scandal

BACK-UP INVESTIGATION DOCUMENTS- ium ion 12,500+ pages
of investigative proof of corruption: December 9, 2013 by Dr. Nora Bergstrom Earlier this
month, actor Paul Walker tragically passed away when his 2005 Porsche Carrera GT supercar
wrecked and caught on…
Read more →

Delusional, Insane, Silicon Valley Billionaires
decide to become immortal. Busted By
Washington Post

- What do you do once you have taken over the White House, built huge
“Sex Islands” and “Sex Penthouses (Epstein, Schmidt), built tech companies to spy on every
American, and decided that you know what is best for the…

